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Abstract
We show that relativistic strings of open and closed types in
Minkowski space-time of dimension 3 and 4 have topologically
stable singular points. This paper describes the structure of sin-
gularities, derives their normal forms, and introduces a local char-
acteristic of singularity (topological charge), possessing a global
law of conservation. Two other types of solutions (breaking and
exotic strings) are also considered, which have singularities at ar-
bitrary value of dimension.
Keywords: classical string theory, singularities of differentiable
mappings, scientific visualization.
1 Introduction
Classical string theory considers time-like surfaces of ex-
treme area in d-dimensional Minkowski space-time, called
the world sheets of strings. These surfaces are spanned
in motion through the space-time of 1-dimensional object,
called relativistic string. The string theory is used in high
energy physics to model the inner structure of elementary
particles. For this purpose the world sheets (WS), having
microscopic spatial sizes and infinitely extended in temporal
direction, are considered as structured world lines of ele-
mentary particles. As a result, the internal characteristics
of particles, such as mass and spin, are expressed in terms
of string dynamics and can be derived from a small set of
fundamental constants. The construction of string theory
encountered several hard problems, concerning to quantum
mechanical representation of infinite-dimensional groups of
symmetries, which nowadays are solved completely only in
high-dimensional space-time (d = 26) and in certain topo-
logically non-trivial space-time manifolds [1, 2]. Also, cer-
tain subsets in the phase space of string theory were found in
[3-5], which admit anomaly-free quantization at arbitrary di-
mension of the space-time. Successful construction of quan-
tum string theory is usually considered as a first step neces-
sary for quantization of gravitation [1]. On the other hand,
in several works [6-11] authors noticed singular properties
of the classical string theory in low-dimensional (d = 3, 4)
flat Minkowski space-time. In this paper we will discuss this
topic in more detail.
Let WS is represented parametrically as xµ(σ1, σ2). Time-
likeness means that the WS admits a parametrization with
(∂1x)
2 ≥ 0, (∂2x)2 ≤ 0, i.e. one tangent vector should be
time-like or light-like, while another one should be space-like
or light-like. The area of WS in this case can be written as
A =
∫ ∫
dσ1dσ2
√
(∂1x ∂2x)2 − (∂1x)2(∂2x)2 = extremum.
Theorem 1 (type of extremum): a regular point of WS is
a saddle point of area functional. (Proof of the theorem is
placed in Appendix.)
The area of WS is minimal with respect to local variations,
extended in temporal direction, changing mostly the length
of strings in equal-time slices, see fig.1; and maximal for
variations, extended in spatial direction, when mostly the
interval of world lines of points on the string is changed.
t
min
max
Fig.1. Type of extremum is saddle point.
String theory considers WS of various topological types,
see fig.2: open strings – surfaces, homeomorphic to bands
I×R1, closed strings – cylinders S1×R1, Y-shaped strings
– 3 bands, glued together along one edge, and also the sur-
faces of more complex topology, corresponding to transitions
between the described types (decays and transmutations of
particles).
b r e a k i n gY - s h a p e dc l o s e do p e n
Fig.2. Main topological types of WS.
Extremum of area for each topological type leads to
Lagrange-Euler equations, satisfied in internal points of
WS, which have a form of local conservation of energy-
momentum:
pµi = δA/δ(∂ixµ), ∂ip
µ
i = 0,
and boundary conditions, implying that total flow of mo-
mentum through the boundary vanishes. For example, open
string satisfies the equation pµi ǫijdσj = 0 on the boundary
(here dσj is tangent element of WS boundary on the param-
eters plane, ǫijdσj is normal element); for Y-shaped string∑
pµi ǫijdσj = 0 on the world line of the node, where the
sum is taken for three surfaces attached to this line.
Construction of string theory usually proceeds in Hamil-
tonian approach. The coordinates on WS are distinguished:
σ – compact coordinate, σ ∈ I for open string, σ ∈ S1
for closed string; τ ∈ R1 – non-compact coordinate, called
evolution parameter. The following denotations are intro-
duced: x˙ = ∂x/∂τ, x′ = ∂x/∂σ, pµ = pµτ , so that the action
of string theory (area) can be written as A =
∫
dτ
∫
dσ L,
where L =
√
(x˙x′)2 − x˙2x′2 is called density of Lagrangian.
Poisson brackets are introduced as {xµ(σ, τ ), pν(σ˜, τ )} =
gµνδ(σ− σ˜), where gµν = diag(+1,−1, ...,−1) is metric ten-
sor and δ() is Dirac’s function. The problem is stated to
find a solution x(σ, τ ), p(σ, τ ) starting from the initial data
x(σ, 0), p(σ, 0). This evolution is described by a system of au-
tonomous differential equations, simultaneous by τ (so that
τ -dependence is usually omitted, implying that all variables
are estimated at the same value of evolution parameter).
String theory is Hamiltonian theory with the 1st class
constraints [12, 13], this means the following. The density
of canonical Hamiltonian is defined by Legendre transfor-
mation as Hc = x˙p − L. Substitution of p-definition in
terms of x′, x˙ vanishes canonical Hamiltonian Hc = 0, and
additionally creates the following identities: Φ1 = x
′p =
0, Φ2 = x
′2 + p2 = 0. Appearance of these identities,
called Dirac’s constraints, is related with the symmetry
of the action under the group of reparametrizations (right
diffeomorphisms) of WS, i.e. smooth invertible mappings
(σ, τ ) → (σ˜, τ˜ ). Usually consideration of theories with con-
straints starts in extended phase space (x, p), where Hamil-
tonian is defined as linear combination of constraints, in our
case H =
∫
dσ(V1Φ1 + V2Φ2). Here the coefficients V1,2(σ)
are arbitrary and called Lagrangian multipliers. On the sur-
face Φi = 0 the Hamiltonian vanishes
1, however its deriva-
tives do not vanish and create Hamiltonian vector field:
x˙µ(σ) = δH/δpµ(σ), p˙µ(σ) = −δH/δxµ(σ).
This field is tangent to the surface Φi = 0 due to the fact that
the Poisson brackets {Φi(σ),Φj(σ˜)} vanish on the the sur-
face Φi = 0, in this case the constraints are said to be of the
1st class. Phase trajectory, integrated from such field, be-
longs to the surface Φi = 0, and its projection to coordinate
space {x} gives a solution of Lagrange-Euler equations. In
string theory Φi-terms of Hamiltonian generate infinitesimal
shifts of points in tangent directions to the WS: Φ1 generates
the shifts δx ∼ x′, while Φ2 generates δx ∼ p ⊥ x′, see fig.3.
Together the constraints generate all possible reparametriza-
tions of WS (connected component of right diffeomorphisms
group).
p
x’
Vi
Fig.3. Constraints generate reparametrizations.
Coefficients V1,2 influence only the parametrization of
WS, a choice V1 = 0, V2 = 1 corresponds to conformal
parametrization x˙x′ = 0, x˙2+x′2 = 0. This choice linearizes
Hamiltonian equations. The equations were solved by differ-
ent methods in [13, 14, 1, 11], the resulting solutions allow
the following geometric representation.
2 Structure of solutions: open and closed
strings
Reconstruction of WS is based on the concept of supporting
curves. Let’s consider a curve Q(σ) in Minkowski space with
the following properties: (1) periodicity: Q(σ+2π) = Q(σ)+
2P ; (2) light-likeness: Q′2 = 0.
1This scalar Hamiltonian does not coincide with the energy,
which in relativistic theories is given by a component of momen-
tum p0.
2P
Q(σ)
Fig.4. WS of open string.
WS of open string can be reconstructed by this curve as
follows: x(σ1, σ2) = (Q(σ1) +Q(σ2))/2, σ1 ≤ σ2 ≤ σ1 + 2π,
see fig.4. The obtained surface has two edges, one coincident
with Q(σ), another one is Q(σ) + P . Translation by vector
P transforms the WS to itself with the edges interchanged.
Q ’
Q ’’
Fig.5. Structure of WS near the edge.
Theorem 2 (edge of WS): any vector from the tangent plane
to open WS on its edge is orthogonal to Q′. This plane is
tangent to the light cone in the direction of Q′ (such planes
are called isotropic). As a consequence, end points of open
string move at light velocity perpendicularly to the direction
of the string in these points.
To construct the WS of closed string, one should consider
two supporting curves Q1,2(σ). Both should be light-like:
Q′21,2 = 0 and periodical with the same period: Q1,2(σ +
2π) = Q1,2(σ) + P . The WS is given by the formula:
x(σ1, σ2) = (Q1(σ1) +Q2(σ2))/2, σ1 ≤ σ2 ≤ σ1 + 4π.
Variables σi introduce light-like coordinates on WS:
(∂ix)
2 = 0, related with Hamiltonian coordinates as σ1,2 =
τ ±σ. The supporting curves can be reconstructed from ini-
tial data: coordinate x and density of momentum p on the
string at value τ = 0 by the formulae
a) Q(σ) = x(σ) +
∫ σ
0
dσ˜ p(σ˜), for open string; (1)
b) Q1,2(σ) = x(±σ)±
∫
±σ
0
dσ˜ p(σ˜), for closed string.
In the last formula the curve Q1 is given by upper choice
of all signs, while Q2 is given by lower signs. The func-
tions x(σ), p(σ) are continued to the whole axis of σ, see [1]:
as 2π-periodical functions in (1b) and as even 2π-periodical
functions in (1a).
Remark: Transition to complex variables τ → iτ, p → ip
in the above formulae gives a solution of Bjo¨rling’s problem
[15] for minimal surfaces in Euclidean space (find a minimal
surface, passing through a given curve and tangent to a given
vector field on the curve).
The inverse formulae are:
a) x(σ) = (Q(σ) +Q(−σ))/2, p(σ) = (Q′(σ) +Q′(−σ))/2,
b) x(σ) = (Q1(σ)+Q2(−σ))/2, p(σ) = (Q′1(σ)+Q′2(−σ))/2.
From (1ab) we see that the vector P coincides with the
total energy-momentum of the string. In particular case
Q1 = Q2 the WS of closed string degenerates to 2-folded
WS of open string. In this case the periods of support-
ing curves are Pclosed = 2Popen, as a result, each of two
2
coincident sheets of resulting open string receives a half of
energy-momentum of original closed string.
Subspace, orthogonal to P , forms the center-of-mass
frame (CMF). In projection to CMF supporting curves be-
come closed. The curves, whose temporal component Q0(σ)
is not monotonous function, will be considered in the next
section. Here we consider supporting curves, satisfying at
each point the condition Q′0 > 0. Such curves can be re-
stored by their projection to CMF:
Q′0 = | ~Q′| ⇒ Q0(σ1)−Q0(0) =
∫ σ1
0
| ~Q′(σ)|dσ = L(σ1),
L(σ) is the arc length of the curve ~Q(σ) between the points
~Q(0) and ~Q(σ). The total length of the curve ~Q(σ) is equal
to 2
√
P 2 for open string and
√
P 2 for closed string. One can
parameterize the curve ~Q(σ) by its length: σ = 2πL/Ltot,
then Q′0 = | ~Q′| = Ltot/2π. This parametrization is called
Rohrlich gauge [16].
At the value of space-time dimension d = 3, 4 the strings
have stable singular points. Their appearance has the fol-
lowing reason.
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Fig.6. Singularities of WS correspond to parallel tangent
vectors on supporting curve. R – regular point, E – edge, X –
internal singular point.
Tangent vectors to WS in a point x(σ1, σ2) are Q
′(σ1)
and Q′(σ2), i.e. tangent vectors to the supporting curve
in corresponding points. If these two vectors are linearly
independent, they define tangent plane toWS, and this point
is regular (point R on fig.6). Otherwise, if these vectors are
parallel, the point is singular. The point E with σ2−σ1 = 0
or 2π belongs to the edge of WS. The point X with 0 <
σ2 − σ1 < 2π is internal singular point.
For supporting curves with Q′0 > 0 the linear dependence
of vectors Q′1 and Q
′
2 in the space-time is equivalent to the
coincidence of unit tangent vectors ~τ = ~Q′/| ~Q′| to the pro-
jection of supporting curve to CMF. Therefore, singulari-
ties of WS correspond to the points of self-intersection of
hodograph ~τ (σ1) = ~τ(σ2) (for closed string – intersection
of two hodographs ~τ1(σ1) = ~τ1(σ2)). Hodographs belong to
a sphere Sd−2: to a circle for d = 3 and to 2-dimensional
sphere for d = 4. As a result, for d = 3 the intersection of
hodographs is 1-dimensional set, and for d = 4 the transver-
sal intersections are located in isolated points, see fig.7. In
the case d > 4 the intersections can be removed by small
variations of hodographs on the sphere Sd−2.
d=3, 1S d=4, S
2
Fig.7. Self-intersection of hodograph ~τ(σ).
From (1) we derive a formula for linear density of energy-
momentum on the string:
dp0/dl = 2γ, d~p/dl = (~τ1 + ~τ2)γ, γ = (2(1− ~τ1~τ2))−1/2.
In the singular points and on the edge of open WS γ →
∞, therefore in these points the linear density of energy-
momentum tends to infinity.
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Fig.8. a) singular lines on parametric plane (scheme);
b) classification of singularities according to degeneration of
the 1st differential [17].
Case d = 3: representing ~τ(σ) = (cosϕ(σ), sinϕ(σ)), sin-
gularities are defined by the equation ϕ(σ1) = ϕ(σ2)mod 2π.
For open string this equation should be solved inside a
triangle on (σ1, σ2)-plane, shown on fig.8a, and then con-
tinued to the whole WS using the trivial symmetries σ1 ↔
σ2, σ1,2 → σ1,2 + 2πk, k ∈ Z. For closed string the equa-
tion ϕ1(σ1) = ϕ2(σ2)mod 2π should be solved in a square
0 < σ1,2 < 2π, and continued by σ1,2 → σ1,2 + 2πk. Typ-
ically, for supporting curves in general position, solutions
of these equations form smooth curves on parametric plane,
denoted on fig.8a as (c), for which the following behavior is
possible:
• curves extend on the WS not reaching its edges;
• curves can form closed loops;
• for open strings the curve (c) can terminate on the edge.
In the last case the curve (c) enters to the edge at right
angle, due to the symmetry σ1 ↔ σ2. Additionally, the
points are marked on fig.8a, where the curve (c) is tangent to
directions dσ2 = ±dσ1. The evolution is performed by equal-
time slices x0 = Const, which in Rohrlich gauge correspond
to σ1 + σ2 = Const. A structure of WS near singular points
is shown on fig.9:
E : (v, u2, 0)
c : (v, u2, u3)
S : (v, u2, vu3)
W : (v2 + 2u, v3 + 3vu, v4 + 4v2u)
I : (v2 + u, v4 + 2v2u, v6 + 3v4u)
c S
W
I
Fig.9. Normal forms of singularities, d = 3.
The normal forms are given in light coordinates (t, y, x−t),
so that the direction (1, 0, 0) is light-like, and together with
the direction (0, 1, 0) it defines the isotropic plane.
3
E: edge of WS;
c: equal-time slices of WS represent a cusp (0, u2, u3), mov-
ing in the space-time in light-like direction (1, 0, 0), i.e. cusp
moves at light velocity perpendicularly to its own direction
(0, 1, 0).
S: line of self-intersection of the surface terminate on the
cusp line, in this point “the wings” of cusp pass through
each other.
W: swallowtail [17], a point of creation or annihilation of two
cusps.
I: for open string the cusp can appear/disappear alone at
the edge of WS, in the point where this curve has inflection:
ϕ′(σI) = 0. In other words, a cusp absorbed by the end of
the string inflects its trajectory.
Case d = 4
P
E : (v, u2, 0, 0)
P : (v, u2, vu, u3)
Fig.10. Normal forms of singularities, d = 4.
Here we use light coordinates (t, y, z, x − t). The direc-
tion (1, 0, 0, 0) is light-like, and together with (0, 1, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 1, 0) it defines an isotropic 3-dimensional hyperplane,
tangent to light cone in 4 dimensions.
Equal-time slices of WS near point (P) give a curve, which
is smooth at t 6= 0 and has a cusp (0, u2, 0, u3) at the instant
of time t = 0. Projections to almost any2 3-dimensional
subspace transform this singularity to pinch point, where
the surface has a form of Whitney umbrella: (v, u2, vu).
The following theorems describe the transformation of WS
to normal forms. Let ~Q : S1 → Rn be C∞-smooth analyti-
cal function with ~Q′(σ) 6= 0, i.e. smooth closed curve in Rn.
Let σ be a natural parameter (length) on the curve.
Definition (n = 2): Let ϕ(σ) be polar angle of the vector
~Q′(σ). Let’s denote ϕi = ϕ(σi). We say that the curve is in
general position, if in every pair of points where the equation
ϕ1 = ϕ2mod 2π is satisfied, one of the following properties
is valid:
(c) ϕ′1 6= ±ϕ′2;
(S) ϕ′1 = ϕ
′
2 6= 0, ϕ′′1 6= ϕ′′2 ;
(W) ϕ′1 = −ϕ′2 6= 0, ϕ′′1 6= ϕ′′2 ;
(E) σ1 = σ2, ϕ
′
1 6= 0;
(I) σ1 = σ2, ϕ
′
1 = 0, ϕ
′′
1 6= 0, ϕ′′′1 6= 0.
For two smooth closed curves ~Q1,2 in R
2 let’s denote ϕi =
ϕi(σi). We say that two curves are in general position to
each other if in every pair of points where the equation ϕ1 =
ϕ2 mod 2π is satisfied, one of the properties (c),(S),(W) is
valid.
Definition (n = 3): For the curve in R3 let’s denote ~Q′i =
~Q′(σi). The curve is in general position, if in every pair of
points where the equation ~Q′1 = ~Q
′
2 is satisfied, one of the
following properties is valid:
(E) σ1 = σ2, ~Q
′′
1 6= 0;
(P) ~Q′′1 6 ‖ ~Q′′2 , | ~Q′′1 | 6= | ~Q′′2 |.
For two curves in R3 let’s denote ~Q′i = ~Q
′
i(σi). Two curves
are in general position to each other if the property (P) is
2Exceptional directions of projection belong to a plane t = x,
they create higher order singularities.
valid in every pair of points where the equation ~Q′1 = ~Q
′
2 is
satisfied.
Theorem 3 (general position): curves in general position
form an open everywhere dense set in C∞-topology.
Theorem 4 (normal forms): for supporting curves in gen-
eral position the singularities of the WS in their neighbor-
hood can be transformed to one of the above written nor-
mal forms by LR-diffeomorphisms, i.e. by smooth invert-
ible transformations of parameters plane (σ1, σ2)→ (σ˜1, σ˜2)
and Minkowski space x → x˜. The linear part of the trans-
formation of Minkowski space, defined by Jacoby matrix
∂x˜/∂x, maps light-like direction Q′1‖Q′2 to light-like direc-
tion (1, 0, .., 0) and also maps to each other the isotropic
planes, related with these directions.
Theorem 3 means that curves in general position represent
a general case in the set of all smooth curves. Refinement in
the theorem 4 relates the isotropic planes in the image and
pre-image spaces and allows to write normal forms in light
coordinates.
Σ-classification [17]. Σ-class (Thom’s symbol) of singular-
ity is defined by a kernel of the 1st differential of consid-
ered mapping, in our case: solution of an equation Q′1dσ1 +
Q′2dσ2 = 0, which in Rohrlich gauge follows dσ1 + dσ2 = 0.
This kernel is 1-dimensional, so that the curves (c), edges
(E) and points (P) are singularities of class Σ1. The lines
dσ1 + dσ2 = 0 are shown by hatching on fig.8b. The points
(W), where the hatching is tangent to the curves (c), cor-
respond to singularities of class Σ1,1 (cusp on the line of
cusps). For points (I) Thom’s symbol is not defined, however
in Boardman’s refining scheme these points are classified as
Σ1,1,1,0. Points (S) are of class Σ1, i.e. are not distinguished
from surrounding points of cusp line (c) by Σ-classification.
Stability. Let’s call the singularity of WS weak stable (W-
stable), if all WS in ǫ-vicinity of the given WS0 have a
singularity. The singularity is called LR-stable [17], if all
WS in ǫ-vicinity of WS0 can be transformed to WS0 by
LR-diffeomorphism (in this case the singularity will be cer-
tainly W-stable). The described singularities are LR-stable
if ǫ-vicinity of WS is defined in C∞-topology: |δ ~Q(n)| <
ǫn, n = 0, 1, 2... The singularities are W-stable in C
1-
topology: |δ ~Q′| < ǫ (in this case they already are not
LR-stable, example is shown on fig.11d: near the point
of transversal self-intersection of hodograph ~Q′(σ) in its
|δ ~Q′| < ǫ -vicinity C1-small but C2-large variations exist,
changing the structure of self-intersection). C1-small vari-
ations of supporting curves are equivalent to variations of
initial data, small in the sense |δx′| < ǫ, |δp| < ǫ. From phys-
ical point of view it is also interesting to consider C0-small
variations: |δ ~Q| < ǫ, equivalent to small variation of coor-
dinate |δx| < ǫ and small change of integrals |
∫
dσδp| < ǫ,
taken over finite segments of the string. The variations of
supporting curve, which are C0-small but C1-large, corre-
spond to vanishing loops, displayed in fig.11a. These loops
can eliminate the coincidence of tangent vectors, throwing
the hodograph to an opposite side of a circle, fig.11b, there-
fore removing the singularity. More detailed consideration
shows that in the case d = 3 this process generates new
cusps (c′) and swallowtails (W ), see fig.11c, so that the sin-
gularity can be removed in small region of deformation, but
not completely from the whole WS. The pinch points can be
completely eliminated by C0-small deformations, see fig.11e.
This process is followed by a creation of a small loop on the
4
string, fig.11f, which propagates at light velocity and passes
through the point (P), preventing the appearance of the in-
stantaneous cusp there. In this region of the string the linear
density of energy-momentum is large but is not infinite.
d=3
d=4
Q ’Q 
a) b)
d) e) f)
Q ’ Q ’
c)
WS
c
c
c’
c’W
W
Fig.11. Deformations, changing structure of singularity.
It’s also interesting to study the properties of singulari-
ties in Fourier representation [1], where the coefficients of
expansion Q′(σ) =
∑
ane
inσ are used as coordinates in the
phase space of the string. In finite dimensional subspaces
{an, n ≤ N ; an = 0, n > N} subsets with ~Q′ 6= 0 and only
transversal intersections of hodograph ~τ = ~Q′/| ~Q′| are open,
therefore the singularities are W-stable; and because in such
sets ~τ are analytical, the singularities are LR-stable. For cre-
ation of the vanishing loops the infinite number of Fourier
coefficients is necessary. In the space of all {an} the def-
initions of C0- and C1-small variations can be reproduced
by certain requirements for the rate of descent of Fourier
coefficients.
This table presents several settings of topology and the
resulting stability type of singularities on WS:
Topology d = 3 d = 4 d > 4
|δ ~Q(n)| < ǫn (C∞) LR LR —
|δ ~Q′| < ǫ (C1) W W —
|δ ~Q| < ǫ (C0) W — —
|δan| < ǫ; an = 0, n > N LR LR —
|δan| < ǫ/np, p > 1 (C1) W W —
|δan| < ǫ/np, p > 0 (C0) W — —
WS can also have stable self-intersections, whose prop-
erties are the same as for generic surfaces. The following
tables summarize all stable singularities for WS and generic
surfaces (in C∞-topology).
Self-intersections
Surface d = 3 d = 4 d > 4
generic, WS lines points —
Others
Surface d = 3 d = 4 d > 4
generic pinch points — —
cusp lines and
WS their singulari- pinch points —
ties (S),(W),(I)
Global structure of singularities: (d = 3, closed string)
Further consideration will be done in CMF.
Theorem 5 (presence of singularities) [7]: all WS of closed
string in 3-dimensional Minkowski space necessarily have
singularities.
Remark: at certain conditions (central symmetry of support-
ing curves) the WS has singularity of type “collapse”, where
the string for an instance of time shrinks to a point. Ex-
ample: Q1,2(σ) = (σ, cosσ,± sin σ), the supporting curves,
whose projection to CMF are two oppositely oriented circles.
This singularity is unstable: small variations of the curves
unfold it to a small closed cusp line.
The velocity of cusp ~v is orthogonal to its direction ~k.
Definition:
topological charge of cusp is
a number c, equal to +1, if a
rotation from ~v to ~k is coun-
terclockwise; and equal to −1
if this rotation is clockwise.
k
v v
k
+1 - 1
Fig.12. Topological charge.
Theorem 6 (conservation of topological charge):
Total topological charge of the string, equal to the sum
of topological charges of all cusps, is constant in time and
equals n1 + n2. Here ni are the numbers of revolutions of
vectors ~Q′i(σ) in complete passage around supporting curves
(ni > 0, if revolutions are counterclockwise; ni < 0, if they
are clockwise).
Theorem 7 (permanent regime): Let supporting curves
~Qi(σ) have no inflection
points. Let signn1 = sign n2.
In this case cusps do not col-
lide and topological charges
of all cusps have the same
sign equal to signn1,2. As
a result, the number of cusps
on the string is constant in
time and equals |n1 + n2|.
n = 2 n = 11 2
+1
+1
+1
Fig.13. Permanent regime.
Remark: curves with ni = 0 (e.g. figure “∞”) necessar-
ily have inflection points and violate permanent conditions.
Thus, these conditions imply |ni| ≥ 1, and the strings under
permanent conditions always have N ≥ 2 cusps.
Theorem 8 (collision of cusps): intersection of cusp lines
is unstable, i.e. small variations of supporting curves trans-
form it either to scattering or to annihilation/creation mode
(fig.14). Cusps are created/annihilated by pairs in singu-
lar points of type W. At the moment of creation cusps have
equal velocities and opposite directions, so that conservation
of topological charge is valid: (+1,−1)↔ 0.
Fig.14. Intersection of cusp lines is unstable.
Open strings can be free of singularities. Example [3]: the
supporting curve ~Q(σ) is a circle, WS is helicoid fig.4, the
string in CMF is a straight line, rotating at constant angular
velocity. Open string is a degenerate case of closed one, so
that analogous theorems for open strings can be obtained
in the limit ~Q1 → ~Q2. This limit maps two cusps of closed
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string to the edges of WS, while other cusps become 2-folded,
see fig.15a,b. From the obtained two coincident sheets only
one represents the open string, so that a half of the topo-
logical charges of singularities should be taken, leading to
the charge ±1 for cusps and ±1/2 for the edges. Absorption
of the cusp at the edge corresponds to the process fig.15c:
(+1,−1/2)↔ +1/2.
a) b) c)
+1+1
+1
+1
+2
+1, +1
+1
- 1
+1
-1/2
+1/2
I
Fig.15. Folding of WS: closed → open.
Theorem 6’: total topological charge of open string, equal
to the sum of topological charges of cusps and edges, is con-
stant in time and equals n, the number of revolutions of
vector ~Q′(σ) in the passage around supporting curve.
Theorem 7’: if the supporting curve ~Q(σ) has no inflection
points, the cusps do not collide and do not reach the edges,
and the topological charges of all cusps and edges have the
same sign, equal to sign n. The total number of cusps in this
case is constant in time and equals |n| − 1.
Theorem 8’: there exists stable intersection of cusp line
with the edge of WS in the points of type I. This singularity
can be obtained in folding of the swallowtail with the cusp
line in the limit ~Q1 → ~Q2, as shown on fig.15c.
Remark: the described local elements can
be assembled to more complicated pat-
terns, particularly, the following process
can be found both on closed and open WS,
see fig.16: a cusp (0) is initially present on
the string, then the pair of cusps (1,2) ap-
pears, one cusp from the pair annihilates
the cusp (0), while another one becomes
the cusp (0) in the next period of evolu-
tion.
0
1
2
W
W
Fig.16.
Z-process.
Several examples of singularities on strings at d = 3 are
shown on fig.21a-d.
Global structure of singularities: (d = 4)
Stable singularities are pinch points, periodically located on
WS. In evolution instantaneous cusps appear on the string
in its passage through the pinch points, periodically at the
same point in CMF. 3-dimensional projections of the WS
of open string from 4-dimensional Minkowski space-time are
shown on fig.21e,f. Two types of singular points can be found
in this figure: P, P ′, ... – singular points, existing on WS
itself, which are projected to pinch points in projections to 3-
dimensional space, such as (xyz), (xyt), shown in the figure;
Q – pinch point, which appears only on a specific projection
and therefore is not physically important.
For the pinch points the topological charge also can be in-
troduced, characterizing the behavior of singularities in con-
tinuous deformations (homotopies) of the WS. For closed
strings the transversal intersections of two closed oriented
curves ~Q′1,2(σ) on the sphere S
2 are characterized by indices
[18], equal to +1/−1 if a pair of tangent vectors ( ~Q′′1 , ~Q′′2 ) has
coincident/opposite orientation with a frame defining global
orientation on the sphere S2. Due to the theorems [18], the
sum of all indices is invariant under homotopies and for two
closed curves on a sphere is always equal to zero. Therefore,
the number of pinch points counted in one period of WS of
closed string is even: n = 0, 2, 4, 6... and in continuous defor-
mations of WS the pinch points appear/disappear pairwise:
(+1,−1)↔ 0.
1
12
2
+
-
σ
0
1
2
1
2
-
+
a) b) c)
Fig.17. Topological charge of pinch point.
For open strings the points of self-intersection of the curve
~Q′(σ) can appear/disappear alone, followed by the creation
of cusp ~Q′′(σ) = 0, see fig.17c. This situation corresponds
to the creation of inflection point on the supporting curve
~Q(σ) in 3-dimensional space. On WS the pinch point moves
to the edge ( ~Q′1 = ~Q
′
2, σ1 → σ2) and disappears in the
inflection point of the edge. The pinch points can also ap-
pear/disappear pairwise in internal regions of WS during its
continuous deformation, preserving a local characteristic, in-
troduced as follows [18]. Let’s fix on the curve ~Q′(σ) a point
σ0, not coincident with self-intersection. Let’s pass a curve
starting from σ0 and mark the tangent vectors in intersec-
tion points: in the 1st passage through the intersection point
write 1 on the corresponding tangent vector, and in the 2nd
passage write 2, see fig.17b. Then assign to the intersec-
tion point a number ±1 dependently on the orientation of
the frame (1, 2). The sum of these numbers is called index
of self-intersection (Whitney number) of the closed curve.
This number depends on a choice of σ0 (in a passage of σ0
through the point of self-intersection its index changes the
sign), however the parity of Whitney number does not de-
pend on σ0 and is invariant under those homotopies which
do not create the cusps ~Q′′(σ) = 0.
3 Exotic solutions
Solutions of this form correspond to the supporting curves,
whose temporal component Q0(σ) is non-monotonous func-
tion, see fig.18. Such curves can be explicitly constructed,
specifying tangent vector in the form Q′(σ) = a0(σ)(1, ~n(σ)),
where |~n(σ)| = 1, ~n(σ) is 2π-periodic function, and a0(σ) is
2π-periodic function of variable sign. Corresponding WS is
shown on fig.21g. On this figure (cABh) is a supporting
curve, which has two cusps A,B. These cusps induce cusp
lines on WS: (fRAd) and (gBRe), which separate the WS
into a number of pieces. Here R=(A+B)/2.
t
y
Fig.18. Supporting curve, non-monotonous
in temporal direction.
Equal-time slices of this WS contain disconnected parts.
There is a long string, which is permanently present in the
system. Additionally, the following processes occur:
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AR
B
R R
Fig.19. Exotic solutions.
• in point A new short string appears from vacuum;
• in point R it recombinates with the long string: is attached
to the long string while a part of the long string is detached;
• in point B short string disappears.
Therefore, these WS correspond to the processes of cre-
ation, annihilation and recombination of strings. Further
analysis [11] shows that the density of energy for solutions
of this kind is not everywhere positive: the regions, marked
(+) on fig.21g, possess positive energy, while the regions
(−) have negative energy (theoretical physics uses for such
solutions term “exotic matter” [19]). For such solutions the
components of strings, which appear/disappear in vacuum
near points A,B, have zero total energy-momentum and or-
bital momentum, so that conservation laws do not prevent
these processes. It was also shown in [11] that WS of this
kind are time-like, so that the square root in the Lagrangian
of the string is real-valued, however the cusp lines of WS
correspond to branching points of this square root, there-
fore there are several choices of sign in Lagrangian. Exotic
solutions correspond to such a choice, that the areas of the
parts marked (±) on fig.21g give opposite contribution to
the action. It was shown in [11] that exotic solutions are
present at arbitrary dimension of the space-time and occupy
regions, i.e. are not rare in the phase space of covariant
Hamiltonian string theory. This phase space is formed by
the coefficients of Fourier expansion of the function a(σ).
Rejection of exotic solutions from the theory, possible only
by means of explicit requirement a0(σ) > 0, or equivalent re-
quirement in terms of Fourier coefficients, creates additional
difficulties in quantum theory and actually is never done.
4 Break of the string
Considering string’s breaking or any other transmutation
process, it is needed to fix the topological class of the process
and find the extremum of action in this class. For instance,
breaking of open string into two open strings corresponds to
the diagram fig.2, right. The initial and final positions of
the strings should be fixed, and the surface should be varied
to achieve the extremum of area, assuming the boundaries
and breaking point free. Such surfaces can be reconstructed
using the following algorithm [6], see fig.21i:
1. Let’s represent the WS of open string by a supporting
curve Q (which is as usual 2P-periodical and light-like). Q
is the 1st edge of the WS; Q+P is the 2nd edge.
2. Take two arbitrary points A,C on the curve Q, lying
inside one period. Take their middle B = (A+C)/2. This
will be breaking point on the WS. Take also points A’=A-2P
and B’=(A’+C)/2=B-P.
3. Consider the following curves: AB, obtained from a
segment AC of supporting curve, by homothetic contraction
to the point A with coefficient 1/2; BC, obtained from AC
by homothetic contraction to the point C with the same
coefficient (AB and BC are congruent); and analogously:
A’B’ is A’C 1/2-contracted to A’; B’C is A’C 1/2-contracted
to C (A’B’ and B’C are congruent). Let A”BC’ = A’B’C+P
(parallel translation by P).
Remark: Curves ABC and A”BC’ belong to the WS. These
curves mark a path of light signals emitted from the point
B on the WS and are called characteristics.
4. Consider triangular parts of the WS:
1 = part, restricted by arcs AB, BC and AC;
2 = part, restricted by arcs A”B, BC’ and A”C’.
Shift these parts repeatedly by vectors BA and BC’:
1’ = 1+BA, 1” = 1’+BA, ...
2’ = 2+BC’, 2” = 2’+BC’, ...
The sequence of images {1, 1′, 1′′, ...} forms a connected sur-
face (parts match each other along the characteristic AB
and its images; connection is continuous but generally not
smooth – the WS has a fracture along characteristics). Con-
struct {2, 2′, 2′′, ...} analogously.
5. A part of initial WS, restricted by edges Q,Q+P and
arcs A”B, BC (lying on the left of A”BC), unified with the
surfaces {1, 1′, 1′′, ...}, {2, 2′, 2′′, ...}, form a complete WS for
decay “open → 2 open”.
Remarks:
a) Products of decay {1′, 1′′, ...}, {2′, 2′′, ...} can be gener-
ated from the supporting curves by the common rule “locus
of middles”, fig.4. Supporting curves in this case are peri-
odical continuations of arcs CA and A”C’. Semi-periods are
equal to energy-momentum, and the property P = P1 + P2
(conservation of energy-momentum in the decay process) is
evident on fig.21i.
σ
1
σ
2
2pi 1
2
3
A
C
C’
A’’
B
Fig.20. Break “open → 2 open” on parameters plane.
b) On the plane of parameters (σ1, σ2) the characteristics
AB, BC, A”B, BC’ correspond to straight lines σi = Const.
The parts 1,2 are triangles, restricted by these lines. From
here we have an equivalent algorithm of WS reconstruction:
take triangles 1,2 on the parameters plane, map them into
space-time using x(σ1, σ2) = (Q(σ1)+Q(σ2))/2, obtain their
images in translations, described above, and take the union
of surfaces {1, 1′, 1′′, ...} ∪ {2, 2′, 2′′, ...} ∪ 3 to represent the
complete WS.
Theorem 9 (extremal property): WS, constructed by such
algorithm, has extreme area.
Theorem 10 (break in a singular point): the products of
string breaking have no fracture along the characteristics if
and only if B is singular point of original WS (see fig.21h).
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Fig.21. Singular world sheets. Images are created by computer program [20],
representing string dynamics in AvangoTM Virtual Environment [21].
Conclusion
We describe a geometrical method for explicit representa-
tion of solutions in string theory, convenient to study sin-
gular points on them. It is shown that in Minkowski space-
time of dimension 3 and 4 world sheets have stable singular
points, which cannot be eliminated by small deformations of
the surface in considered class. In dimension 3 singularities
are cusps, propagating along WS at light velocity, appear-
ing/disappearing alone on the boundary of WS or by pairs in
inner regions of WS. In dimension 4 singularities are isolated
points, looking like instantaneous cusps periodically located
on WS. Higher dimensional cases have no stable singulari-
ties.
We show that at definite conditions the string theory has
solutions of type I×R1 whose boundary is not immersed in
Minkowski space-time, but has cusp-like singularities. These
solutions possess not everywhere positive density of energy
and correspond to spontaneous creation of strings from vac-
uum. Such processes lead to instability of vacuum state in
string theory, mentioned earlier in work [8].
Considering the processes of string breaking by the scheme
[6], we have found certain relations between singularities on
strings and the breaking processes. Particularly, smooth WS
can appear only as a result of breaking of singular WS in one
of the singular points. This fact gives a possibility to con-
struct models of decay of elementary particles, where smooth
WS describe the particles with long lifetime, while singular
WS decay finally to the smooth ones by a sequence of breaks
in the singular points. The dimensions d = 3, 4 are natu-
rally selected by these models as the only values of dimen-
sion where stable singularities of WS exist. Consideration of
these models on quantum level is possible at least for subsets
of phase space [3-5], admitting anomaly-free quantization at
d = 3, 4.
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Appendix
Here we present the proofs for the theorems stated above.
T1: Let x(σ, τ ) be an extremal surface, presented in
a neighborhood of a regular point (σ0, τ0) in conformal
parametrization: x˙2 = −x′2 > 0, x˙x′ = 0. Consider a
local variation x → x + ǫδx, i.e. δx ∈ C∞ is vanishing
outside of a small vicinity of the point (σ0, τ0). Note that
parametrization on disturbed surface is not conformal any
more. Computing variation of the area:
δ((x˙x′)2 − x˙2x′2)1/2 = ǫ δL1 + ǫ2δL2 +O(ǫ3),
δL1 = x˙δx˙− x′δx′, δL2 = (x˙2(δx˙2 − δx′2) +
((x˙− x′)(δx′ − δx˙))((x˙+ x′)(δx′ + δx˙)))/2x˙2.
The terms linear in δx give contribution δA1 =
ǫ
∫
δL1dτdσ = ǫ
∫
(−x¨ + x′′)δxdτdσ = 0 (here bound-
ary terms vanish because δx is local, x¨ = x′′ is
the condition of extremum in conformal parametriza-
tion). Let’s consider variations of a special form:
δx(σ, τ ) = (0, 0, F (σ, τ ), 0...) in a system of coordinates
where x˙(σ0, τ0) = (c, 0, 0...), x
′(σ0, τ0) = (0, c, 0...), i.e. the
variation orthogonal to a tangent plane to WS in the point
(σ0, τ0). For such variations δL2 = (F ′2 − F˙ 2)R/2, where
R = 1 + (x˙22 − x′22 )/x˙2. Due to x˙2 = −x′2 > 0, x˙x′ = 0
we have inequality R ≥ 0, and because R0 = 1 in the
point (σ0, τ0), we have R > 0 in the vicinity of this point.
Now it’s clear that δL2 is not positively defined, however
there is a possibility that δA2 will be positive after the in-
tegration. Let’s consider an explicit example: F (σ, τ ) =
f(σ2/a2 + τ 2/b2), where f(ρ) ∈ C∞ is monotonous in
ρ ∈ [0, 1] and f(ρ) = 0 for ρ > 1. In the limit of small
a, b we have δA2 = ǫ
2
∫
δL2dτdσ = 2πǫ2ab(a−2 − b−2)I ,
where I =
∫ 1
0
f ′2ρ3dρ > 0, so that δA2 < 0 for a > b > 0
(maximum) and δA2 > 0 for 0 < a < b (minimum), see fig.1.
T2: the tangent plane to open WS on the edge is spanned
on two vectors (Q′, Q′′) and is isotropic due toQ′2 = Q′Q′′ =
0. The tangent vector to the string x′, obtained as equal-
time slice of WS x′0 = 0, is contained in the tangent plane
to WS, and on the edge it is orthogonal to Q′: x′Q′ = 0 ⇒
~x′ ~Q′ = 0, so that the direction of the string at the end point
and the velocity of the end point are orthogonal.
T3: The curves, which are not in general position, de-
fine a closed stratified submanifold in the space of multijets
2J
3(S1,Rn) [22], whose codimension is greater than the di-
mension of considered mapping. Due to criterions, given
in [23], this case can be eliminated by a small variation of
the mapping. The statement of the theorem follows from
Thom’s transversality theorem [24, 17], generalized to mul-
tijet space in [22].
T4: The normal forms are given by the lowest order lin-
ear independent terms in Taylor’s expansion of WS near the
singular point of each type. The central part of the theo-
rem is a proof that the higher order terms do not change
the structure of singularity and can be compensated by
LR-diffeomorphisms. For instance, Taylor’s expansion of
WS written for the case (c) in Rohrlich gauge in light co-
ordinates, related with the direction Q′1 = Q
′
2, contains
together with the normal form (x0, x2, x−) = (v, u
2, u3)
the additions to x2, x−-components of the form v
kun with
the following set of possible indices (k, n) ∈ {k ≥ 2, n =
0} ∪ {k = 0, n ≥ 3} ∪ {k ≥ 1, n ≥ 2}, where the term
with k = 0, n = 3 enters to x2-component only. These
terms can be presented as fkn = x
k
0x
n/2
2 for even n and
fkn = x
k
0x−x
(n−3)/2
2 for odd n (i.e. they belong to an
ideal, spanned on monomials v, u2, u3), so that their addi-
tion is equivalent to smooth mapping x → x + fkn(x). All
these mappings have unit Jacoby matrix at x = 0 except
of the case k = 0, n = 3, which corresponds to invertible
linear mapping: (x0, x2, x−) → (x0, x2 + cx−, x−), preserv-
ing the directions (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0). Convergent Taylor’s
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series
∑
cknv
kun correspond to convergent
∑
cknfkn(x), so
that the constructed mapping and its inverse are analytical.
Therefore, higher order corrections to the normal form (c)
can be compensated by analytical L-diffeomorphism, pre-
serving light-like direction and related isotropic plane. In
the case (S) : (v, u2, vu3) the terms u2n+1 cannot be com-
pensated by L-diffeomorphisms (they do not belong to the
ideal). The obstacle here is a line of self-intersection, whose
position on the parameters plane v = 0 is invariant under L-
diffeomorphisms, while is changed by addition of u2n+1. It’s
easy to prove that these terms can be removed by analytical
R-diffeomorphisms (reparametrizations). In the same way
the transformation to normal form is performed for other
singularities. In each case it’s needed to verify that the con-
structed mapping is analytical and its linear part is defined
by non-degenerate Jacoby matrix of upper triangular form:
J =
(
∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗
)
. The last property ensures that the linear
part of constructed mapping preserves the light-like direc-
tion and isotropic plane, initially related with Q′1 = Q
′
2.
T5: if two hodographs on the circle S1 have no inter-
section, one of them should cover an arc with angular size
∆ϕ < π. This is impossible due to condition
∮
dσeiϕ = 0,
equivalent to closeness of the curve ~Q(σ).
T6: in Rohrlich gauge the topological charge of cusp is
defined by orientation of a pair ( ~Q′1, ~Q
′′
1 + ~Q
′′
2 ) and is equal
to sign(ϕ′1 + ϕ
′
2). This number is a particular case of the
following topological invariant. Let’s consider a mapping
S1×S1 → S1, defined by the function f(σ1, σ2) = −ϕ1(σ1)+
ϕ2(σ2). The cusp line (c) is zero level f(σ1, σ2) = 0. The
vector (−ϕ′1, ϕ′2) is a normal and (ϕ′2, ϕ′1) is tangent ele-
ment to (c), which can be used to define the orientation
of (c). Let’s consider another oriented contour (k) on the
torus, with tangent element (dσ1, dσ2), intersecting (c) in a
certain point. The number ν = sign(−ϕ′1dσ1 + ϕ′2dσ2) in
this point is called index of intersection. Let’s also consider
a mapping S1 → S1, defined by a restriction of f(σ1, σ2)
to the contour (k). The same number ν = sign(df), esti-
mated in pre-images of point 0 for this mapping (i.e. in
(c)∩(k)), is called degree of mapping. According to the the-
orems, proved in [18], the sum of such numbers estimated
in all points of intersection (c)∩(k), is invariant under ho-
motopies of mapping f and contour (k). In our case it
equals −n1(k) + n2(k), where ni(k) are numbers of revo-
lutions of ϕi(σi) corresponding to a complete passage of (k).
The statement of the theorem corresponds to the case when
(k) is equal-time slice: (σ1, σ2) = (τ0−σ, τ0+σ), σ ∈ [0, 2π],
so that ν = sign(ϕ′1 + ϕ
′
2) and
∑
νi = n1 + n2, where
are ni are numbers of revolutions of ϕi for basis cycles on
torus. Another invariant n1 − n2 equals to the intersection
index of (c) with the trajectory of point σ0 on the string:
(σ1, σ2) = (τ − σ0, τ + σ0), τ ∈ [0, 2π], representing the to-
tal number of windings of cusp lines around the cylinder of
closed string WS.
T7: if the functions ϕi are monotonous and signϕ
′
1 =
signϕ′2, then on equal-time slice we have a function f(σ) =
−ϕ1(τ0 − σ) + ϕ2(τ0 + σ), which is also monotonous and
has the interval of variation f(2π) − f(0) = 2π(n1 + n2).
In this case the equation f(σ) = 2πk, k ∈ Z has on the
interval σ ∈ [0, 2π) exactly |n1+n2| isolated solutions. Other
statements of the theorem follow from T6.
T8: intersection of cusp lines corresponds to a saddle point
of the function f(σ1, σ2) = −ϕ1(σ1) + ϕ2(σ2) on the level
f = 0. Small variations transform the cusp lines similarly
to recombination of hyperbolas x2 − y2 = c, when c passes
through 0. Then, using conditions ϕ′1+ϕ
′
2 = 0, d(ϕ
′
1+ϕ
′
2) =
(ϕ′′1 −ϕ′′2 )dσ1 6= 0, dσ2 = −dσ1, valid in the point W, we see
that the function ϕ′1+ϕ
′
2 changes sign in the passage through
this point, so that created cusps have opposite topological
charges, while the velocities ~Q′1,2 are equal.
T9: internal regions of the patches {1, 1′, 1′′, ...},
{2, 2′, 2′′, ...}, 3 are constructed by the rule x(σ1, σ2) =
(Q(σ1)+Q(σ2))/2, so that Lagrange-Euler equations ∂ipi =
0 are satisfied there. It is only needed to check that condition
∆I = ∆piǫijdσj = 0 is satisfied on the lines of connection
(characteristics), so that the flow of momentum, coming out
one patch, is equal to the flow of momentum, coming into an-
other patch. Here ∆pi is a discontinuity of momentum on the
characteristics. Computing pi: p1 = Q
′(σ2), p2 = Q
′(σ1)
(see [11]), we have ∆I = −∆Q′(σ1)dσ1+∆Q′(σ2)dσ2, where
∆Q′(σi) are discontinuities of tangent vector to supporting
curve. Then, because the discontinuity ∆Q′(σi) 6= 0 prop-
agates along the characteristic dσi = 0 with the same i, we
have ∆I = 0. Actually, a discontinuity occurs only for com-
ponents of momentum, tangential to characteristics. The
flow of momentum through the free edge vanishes due to
the identities Q′(σ1) = Q
′(σ2), dσ1 = dσ2. Then, con-
sidering the contours, separating the break point and the
points (A,C’...), where characteristics intersect the edges,
fig.20, we see that the flow of momentum through these con-
tours is not changed when the contour is continuously de-
formed to a point. Then, using the fact that pi are bounded:
|pi| < Const (even in the singular point of WS), we see that
flow of momentum vanishes in this limit, therefore the mo-
mentum has no leakage in these points.
T10: string breaks in singular point, when the tangent
vectors to supporting curve in points A,C are parallel. In
this case the periodical continuation of curves CA and A”C’
on fig.21h is C1-smooth.
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